
Mounting Instructions.  Option 1 -  3M Wall Strips
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Lay down on table so backside is 
facing up.

Paint must be cured for at least 40 
days on newly painted walls. Peel wall 
side backing paper off. Press hook 
firmly down for 30 seconds. You can 
use sticky tape to hide tabs under the 
back if desired. Wait 1 hour before use.  

Place your items onto your hooks & 
enjoy! Remember to follow the weight 
guidelines for your hook size shown 
below. Do not exceed these as the 
strip may fail otherwise.

REMOVAL - Hold hook gently with one 
hand & pull one tab in a straight down 
motion slowly & gently with the other 
hand. NEVER pull the strip towards you. 
DO NOT press hook to wall, hold it 
gently. Pull down for approx 30cm. If the 
tab breaks use fishing wire or dental 
floss to seperate the strip from the 
hook at the back. If the tab is not pulling 
down easily heat it up a little with a 
hairdyrer on high heat setting and try 
again. Failure to follow instructions may 
cause damage to your wall. 

Peel the red side backing paper off 
the strips provided.

Press strips down firmly for 30 seconds 
each. If there is enough space, allow a 
gap between the strips as shown.
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Leave the tabs 
sticking out, 

to aid in 
removal one 

day.

5cm hook = max weight of 400g
7cm hook = max weight of 400g
10cm hook = max weight of 1.5kg
12cm hook = max weight of 2kg
14cm hook = = max weight of 2kg
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*Please note 3M strips won’t stick 
to rough or textured surfaces (eg, 
brick, masonry, stone, concrete, 
cement board, rough wood, rough 
unprimed painted walls) or newly 
painted walls under 40 days.



Mounting Instructions.  Option 2 -  Screws & Wall Plugs
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Lay items on a clean flat surface. 
Attach screws by simply turning 
clockwise into holes until tight. They 
are double sided so any side will do! 
They will stop turning around the half 
way point. If you have brick/masonry 
walls, stop here & obtain suitable 
plugs & follow manufacturer’s steps.

Keep going until the wall hook now 
sits close to the wall. Rotate a little if 
you need to straighten it up. Do not 
keep forcing when you feel resistance 
or it has stopped moving. This could 
damage the parts inside, or your wall. 

Place your items onto your hooks & 
enjoy! Remember to follow the weight 
guideline of 4.5 kg! Do not exceed 
this as the plug may fail & damage the 
plasterboard and/or paint. Please 
leave a minimum space of 10cm 
between each plug.

REMOVAL - Unscrew hook counter 
clockwise. Wooden part will seperate 
from the screw. Use pliers to securely 
hold the screw (on the non-threaded 
area) & unscrew it as pictured above. 
Wall plug will come out with it. There is 
no need to remove the screw from the 
plug. They can be screwed into 
another wall later, just attach the wall 
hook back on to do this. Patch up and 
paint the hole that is left behind. 

Dot the location on the wall lightly 
with pencil. Place wall plug on the 
end of a Phillips head screwdriver & 
lightly pierce the plasterboard. Screw 
the plug in clockwise, ensuring it’s 
parallel to the wall. The plug will drill 
it’s own hole & sit against the wall.

Then, gently screw the wall hook 
clockwise into the plug. Ensure the 
back of the hook is parallel to the wall 
when screwing in.
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